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Africa to pay for Europe’s “green policies”
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In  efforts  to  make  quick  and  symbolic  gains  in  Europe’s  otherwise  failed  policies  to  curb
climate gas emissions, environmental and anti-globalisation politicians are aiming at Africa’s
few economic success stories. Campaigns to buy locally produced food and travel to local
destinations particularly hit out against African products. Consumers in Europe are again
growing more environmentally conscious and are willing to use their purchasing power to
assist in what is widely seen as our era’s most pressing problems – the overspending of
energy and global warming. Meanwhile, European politicians have been those pressuring
strongest  to  gain  support  for  the  Kyoto  Protocol  while  having  totally  failed  to  lower
emissions of climate gases in their own countries. In every country, emissions have steadily
increased.

Populist solutions that are to satisfy costumers, politicians and the European industry alike
are therefore surfacing all over Africa’s neighbour continent and the main market of its
products. And the solutions seem neat and nice – easy to understand and with the potential
of creating more work locally. Even the industry starts propagating these solutions.

The victim mainly is Africa, because the message is that, as longer as a product or person is
transported, the more energy is wasted unnecessarily. Worst of all is airborne transport,
having the highest emissions of climate gases such as CO2. Unluckily, Africa is far away
from European markets and poor transcontinental infrastructure puts most products and
travellers on an airplane.

All over Europe, therefore, home-grown campaigns are being promoted, attacking Africa’s
newest and most successful export products. Anti-globalisation activists, “green” politicians,
local industry and even occasional experts and scientists head these “buy local” campaigns.

One of the latest campaigns is being launched in Germany, Europe’s most populous state
and biggest single market. The campaign goes “Sylt instead of Seychelles”, referring to a
fragile  German North  Sea island with  an overstretched and environmentally  damaging
tourism industry. Tourism and climate expert Dr Manfred Stock developed the slogan and
told the daily newspaper ‘Berliner Zeitung’ that consumers worrying about global warming
should  avoid  intercontinental  flights  and  rather  take  the  train  to  a  German  or  European
destination.

The  much-quoted  researcher  is  in  line  with  policies  promoted  by  Germany’s  Federal
Environment Agency (UBA). UBA President Dr Andreas Troge has made the climate change
issue his agency’s foremost focus, and one of the ways consumers could “do something on
your  own”  is  by  changing  their  travel  behaviour,  UBA  says.  A  single  traveller  flying  to  an
intercontinental  destination  produces  more  than  five  tonnes  of  CO2,  he  told  the  German
press,  while someone travelling by train within Germany only had the emission of  ten
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kilograms of CO2 to account for.

Some  even  go  further  and  have  started  penalising  air  travellers.  In  Norway,  flyers  have
started paying for their CO2 emissions. So far, only domestic flights are penalised to make
sure  Norwegian  airliners  are  not  losing  out  in  competition  with  other  companies  on
international flights. But Norway is among many countries working for a CO2 tax on world-
wide  flights,  which  of  course  in  particular  would  make  long  distance  flights  much  more
expensive.

This comes as most African states are investing massively in their nascent tourism industry
and as Africa is surfacing as a modern and exciting travel destination in most Western
markets. Some sub-Saharan states, in particular Seychelles, Mauritius, Cape Verde and The
Gambia,  already  see  tourism  as  their  greatest  foreign  exchange  earners.  In  Kenya,
Tanzania, Senegal, Namibia, Botswana and South Africa, the travel industry by now is a
vibrant success, while newcomers such as Mozambique, Ethiopia, Gabon and Burkina Faso
pin great investments and development hopes to the industry.

Ironically, much of Africa’s new tourist destinations are focusing on eco-tourism, searching
for  modes  that  can  guarantee  the  protection  and  good  management  of  wildlife  and
habitats and local community development based on the new tourism revenues. In Gabon
and Madagascar, vast landscapes have bee protected to be able to promote eco-tourism. No
measure in African history has proven so successful in stopping tree cutting and forest
conservation than prospects of tourism revenues.

Mature markets like Seychelles, Mauritius and South Africa are already world leaders when it
comes to conservation and management, knowing that their tourism industry depends on a
sound nature.

At the same time, African destinations like Seychelles are demonised as anti-environmental
by  European  “experts”.  If  successful,  these  campaigns  could  have  a  severe  effect  on  the
European  market,  which  for  the  first  time  is  experiencing  a  positive  image  of  Africa  as  a
must-see travel destination.

But also other African success stories are threatened by this new “stay local” trend. During
the  last  decade,  African  agricultural  products  were  increasingly  admitted  into  the
protectionist European market, even when also produced in Europe. This includes beef from
Namibia and Botswana, fresh flowers, fruit and vegetables from Kenya and even processed
food products from South Africa and Ghana.

None of the few African countries that have managed to enter European markets with
agricultural products that compete with local producers have had an easy path reaching
their position. Food quality and hygiene standards in Europe are extremely rigid and to a
large  degree  designed  to  exclude  foreign  competition.  To  be  able  to  reach  sceptical
European consumers,  African producers  mostly  also  have been obliged to  follow strict
environmental and social guidelines.

Also,  African  food  products  for  years  had  to  fight  against  false  prototypes  promoted  by
seemingly well-meaning anti-globalisation activists that to a great degree were funded by
local  farmer organisations.  Development specialists –  who do not get much air-time in
European media – had to explain on and on again that European consumers were not
“stealing food from starving Africans” when buying their products, but that these imports
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indeed would promote wealth and empowerment in rural Africa.

But in country after country, also these hard-bought gains are now under attack. Britain is
the country where consumers so far have had the strongest focus on how far the food
basket has travelled before reaching supermarkets. “Fresh vegetables from Africa” have for
several  years  been  one  of  the  main  focuses  of  environmental  and  anti-globalisation
activists. They have even produced research claiming that the further foods have travelled,
“the more their vitamin and mineral content deteriorates.”

Already in 2003, airlifted baby carrots and garden peas from South Africa were highlighted
in energy budgets of imported foods. For carrots, “it will have taken 68 calories of energy in
the form of fuel to air freight each calorie of carrot energy,” while “fresh peas require
approximately two and half times the energy to produce, package and distribute as those
sourced locally,” the British daily ‘Guardian’ reported. South African wine, which is mostly
shipped, however was praised for its “tiny” CO2 emissions. Of all  the African products
scrutinised, only wine is not produced Britain.

Years of campaigning against African agricultural products in the UK – whose funding has
yet to be revealed – has already left its mark on British consumers. The easy-selling “fact”
that locally produced vegetables, meat, flowers and fruits are more environmentally fit than
African imports has made many consumers look for “low emission products”.

That  this  trend  is  significant  was  demonstrated  by  a  surprise  marketing  campaign  by
Britain’s largest supermarket chain, Tesco, in February 2007. The retailer was to introduce
“carbon counting” labelling to let consumers see for themselves how far their food basket
had travelled and how much CO2 emissions had been needed.

Tesco is one of the main channels for Kenyan products to European consumers – indeed half
of Kenya’s agricultural exports go to Britain. Naturally, the surprise marketing stunt caused
frustrations at the Fresh Produce Exporters Association of Kenya (FPEAK), which had not
been consulted on the move. While Tesco promised to keep on importing Kenyan products,
“carbon counting” labels on these goods from 2008 will tell a one-sided story to British
consumers.

From Britain, this trend is spreading to all over Western Europe. In Sweden, the leading daily
‘Aftonbladet’ attacked local supermarkets for not following Tesco’s example “despite the
fact that one fourth of climate gases emitted by Swedes originate from our food.” Ecologist
Annika Carlsson-Kanyama enthusiastically helped the Swedish daily to make a parallel guide
for  consumers,  where “airborne tropical  fruits”  were labelled as  no-goes for  conscious
consumers.

In other countries, old arguments against food imports from Africa are resurfacing. In the
programme of  Nature and Youth,  one of  the environment  groups gaining most  media
attention  in  Norway,  new and  old  “facts”  are  mixed:  “Locally  produced  food  is  more
environmental, safe and solidary,” it says, claiming solidarity with African producers “for not
spending the resources of others.” Norway is a main importer of Namibian beef.

While the great focus on “environmentally damaging” food imports from Africa and flights to
Africa is even increasing, less and less attention is given to the positive environmental
balance of this trade. Forgotten is the fact that almost 100 percent of input factors in African
agriculture are locally made and almost no machinery is used in production, while European
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farmers  import  fertilisers,  pesticides,  seeds,  seasonal  workers  and  oil-consuming
machineries  from  all  over  the  world.

Forgotten is also the fact that food exports and tourist destination developments empower
Africans to protect and manage their environment and even reduce African-induced CO2
emissions.  Eco-tourism  has  greatly  promoted  the  protection  of  forests,  mangroves,
savannas and coral reefs in Africa – which also are key environs when it comes to storing
CO2. A larger and more diversified food production in Africa also reduces the dependence
on imports to supply African consumers.

And the greatest irony of all is that, while imports from Africa again are demonised, exports
from Europe to Africa causing the same CO2 emissions are promoted as ever  before.
Subsidies are paid to promote the consumption of Spanish biscuits, French dairy products,
European wheat instead of local staple foods, European tropical fruit juices, trawler caught
fish dishes and, of course, all kind of industrial products.

Even Tesco, being concerned about CO2 emissions of transported foods, shows its real face
when it comes to exporting from Europe.

Only  two weeks  before  its  much-publicised  marketing  campaign  on  “carbon counting”
labels, the UK retailer issued a less-publicised statement. It announced the opening of ten
supermarkets in China, where it will be selling popular European grocery products. Political
support in Beijing was bought by promising to buy Chinese products worth euro 3.3 billion
annually for exports.

In China, Tesco meets competition from the giant chains Carrefour of France and Metro of
Germany, already assuring a European export of products and lifestyle to the world’s fastest
growing market. Who would come up with a silly idea of starting to count CO2 emissions
when Europe’s super retailers are taking up competition with America’s Wal-Mart,  thus
promoting French, German and British products among China’s 1.3 billion inhabitants?
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